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Development of specific Indirect ELISA for detection of recombinant viral protein from 
poultry pathogens . 

1. Summary of Proposed Program: 

Southeast Asia harbours the largest population of commercial and backyard poultry in the 

world. In India, we have mixed poultry productiOl~ systems with many of the birds being raised 

in backyard farms and live bird markets. These conditions favour the emergence of virulent 

poultry viruses diverse enough to be new variants. Historically, it has been understood that 

poorly vaccinated commercial poultry, non-vaccinated domestic poultry, and wild birds act as 

reservoirs of major poultry viruses. Despite an intensive vaccination programme and sanitary 

measures, virulent outbreaks of infectious bronchitis (IB) have been reported regularly from 

India [1-4]. The major hurdle in combating the IBV outbreak is the unavailability of its proper 

diagnostics. The proposed work is .regarding the development of recombinant Newcastle di sease 

virus(1~DV) asa model for the detection of IBV infection from serum samples and its possible 

use as vaccine using the reverse genetics approach. 

The IB is probably the most common respiratory disease of chickens. It is usually 

characterized by respiratory signs, although the decreased egg production and poor egg quality 

are sometimes seen in breeders and layers. Its effect on poultry depends on factors like the 

virulence of the virus, the age of the bird, prior vaccination, maternal immunity (young birds) 

and complicating infections (Mycoplasma; E. coli, Newcastle disease). It is caused by an avian 

infectious bronchitis virus (IBV), anantigenically highly variable Coronavirus. About eight sero

groups are recognized by sero-neutralization. The differences are due to structural differences in 

the spike protein (S 1 fraction) [5]. Besides this, the S protein is also supposed to playa major 

. role in inducing virus neutralizing antibody and protection against IBV infection [6]. The N 

protein plays a critical role in viral replication and its assembly. Besides this, it also facilitates 

the viral mRNA synthesis by binding to the viral leader sequence. The N protein in IBV is highly 

conserved [5]. . 

NDV isa well-suited vector for delivery of immunogenic genes for poultry pathogens 

[7]. NDV natui·ally enters via the respiratory tract and initially infects the upper respiratory 

epithelium. NDV is highly stable and does not undergo genetic recombination. NDV particles 

carr incorporate high levels of additional foreign membrane proteins illto their envelope, which 



therefore are presumably correctly folded and able to present . the appropriate epitopes to the 

immlme system, Hence, we propose to use NDV as a vector to evaluate major immunogenic 

proteins of IBV, The recombinant NDV expressing envelope proteins of IBV will be optimized 

and validated for the development of diagnostics ELISA to detect the suspected serum samples. 

In addition, the recombinant NDV expressing envelope proteins of IBV will be evaluated for 

pathogenicity and immunogenicity to establish their safety and efficacy for potential use in 

poultry. 

2. Importance of the problem: 

New and variant serotypes of IBV are frequently identified worldwide, ' which are not 

fully controlled by the existing vaccines. These variants may be derived from recoll1bination 

between existing field strains and vaccine strains or from point mutations in existing strains. 

I-lence, the selection of vaccines should be based on knowledge of the most prevalent serotype(s) 

on the premises, In India, IBV infections have been reported from the states of Haryana, Tarhil 

Nadu and Oujarat [1 , 2, 8]. One major issue is the unavailability of the indigenous diagnostic 

tool. The one which is available is either costly or not available to the local farmers. 

Agribusiness is considered the main stake ofIndian economies as it represents 14% of the 

gross domestic product (ODP) of our country. The infection of IBV creates a propitious 

environment for the genesis and dissemination of disease ' in poultry and contributes great 

economic losses to the industries. Thus, the characterization of the IBV circulating in backyard 

poultry and the development of an effective vaccine and/or diagnostics is urgently needed. 

3. Novelty: 

The recombinant NDV containing the surface proteins of IBV is not available in India. 

The recombinant NDV expressing S 1 and N genes of IBV has not been reported for diagnostics. 

Moreover, the recombinant NDV based diagnostic platform will be an ideal for the development 

of dual vaccine strategy for poultry. The result of the work will be useful to the scientists 

working in the field for viral vaccine and diagnostics . 

4. Objectives (more may be added if required): 

I. Construction of recombinant NDV strain B IIlentogenic NDV cDNAs containing 

immunogenic genes S 1 and N of IBV and its recovery 

II. Development of ELISA using recombinant NDVs containing immunogenic protein 

genes of lB V. 
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III. . Evaluation of immunogenicity and protective efficacy of recombinant NDVs 

expressing immunogenic proteins ofIBV in birds. 

5. The brief description of the work plan and methodology: 

Specific objective 1 Construction of recombinant NDV strain BlIlentogenic NDV 

cDNAs containing immunogenic genes SI and N of IBV and its recovery: The NDV-

.. •. derived eDNA sequences will be assembled from RT-PCR products obtained using specific 

primers and viral RNA of the NDV strain B 11lentogenic NDV. This cDNA (15 , 186nt) will 

be ·flanked by a T7 promoter and by the hepatitis delta virus ribozyme sequences following 

the method described :previously [Figure 1] [9] . 
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Ji' igure 1. Schematic representation of a full-length anti genome of NDV in pBR322. 

We plan to insert additional transcriptional units containing S 1 and N genes of IBV 

between the P and M genes ofNDV (Figure 2). Based on our previous studies, large size inserts 

can be placed between the P and M genes without affecting virus replication. The resulting 

plasmids will be .sequenced to confirm orientation and the absence of adventitious mutations . 
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Figure. 2. Construction ofNDV cDNAs containing S 1 and N genes ofIBV. 

The recombinant VIruses will be recovered usmg the reverse genetics teclmiques as 

depicted in Figure 3. Briefly, HEp-2 cells will be used for transfection experiments because these 

cells are permissible for NDV and transfect efficiently [10]. 
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Figure 3. Method of transfection and rescue of recombinant NDV containing surface proteins 

ofIBV. 

The recovered rNDV will be confirmed by RT-PCR and gene sequencing. The recovered viruses 

will be characterized in vitro for their ability to replicate, their levels of immunogenic protein 

expression, pathogenicity and stability. 

Specific objective 2 Development of ELISA using recombinant NDVs containing 

immunogenic protein genes of IBV: The 96 well tissue culture plate will be coated with 

recom binant ND V expressing S 1 and N proteins alone and in combination. The plates shall be 

fixed with a fixative after overnight coating and screened for positive sera. An optimum optical 

density cutoff at 414 nm, corresponding to the highest accuracy (i.e., minimal false-negative and 

false-positive results) , will be determined by using statistical program MedCalc version 7.3 

(MedCalc software; Mariakerke, Belgium). Furthermore, the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy 

will be calculated by formulae as described earlier [11]. 

Specific objective 3 Evaluation of immunogenicity and protective efficacy of recombinant 

NDVs expressing immunogenic proteins of IBV in birds: The recombinant NDV expressing 

an S 1 and N proteins of IBY is used to vaccinate the birds with appropriate positive and negative 

controls and serum will be evaluated for virus neutralization post vaccination. We will also try to 

explore the possibility of challenge experiment to validate the efficacy of the developed vaccine: 

6. Literature or prior studies supporting the hypothesis: 



It has been shown that the S 1 protein in IBV is an important antigenic determinant and a 

choice of antigen for vaccine development [12] . In addition, the S 1 gene has been studied for the 

variation in IBV strains isolated from field condition [13]. The S 1 gene contains many variant 

regions which are important for the host immune regulation [14]. The N protein in IBV is highly 

conserved and has been explored as an antigen for development of diagnostics against !BV 

infection in poultry [15]. The rNDV is used as a vaccine vector for many animal and human 

pathogens [7]. It has been explored for poultry vaccines to a greater extent as it serves as a dual 

vaccine for the avian species [16] . The rNDV has been used for shown to express the antigen in 

its native confirmation and with proper folding. This makes it as an ideal choice to express the 

antigen of interest. . 

7. Expected outcome: 

a) . Development of ELISA using recombinant NDVs containing immunogenic protein genes 

ofIBV . 

b) · Developrnent of a reverse genetics system against NDV and its use as a viral vector to 

express foreign proteins might be an effective and useful way to generate a live 

attenuated vaccine against many animals as well as human pathogens. 
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